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Abstract 

Introduction: 

India is blessed with many local languages but unfortunately no Indian language could help 

the Indians to overcome the linguistic barrier.  

The importance of English in India 

We know that English continues to serve as the lingua-franca of the world. The same 

language also links the entire India, as no other India language could bridge the linguistic 

gap. Today, English language has become a passport for employment. Especially, the 

students wrestle with English language, as it is badly needed for them. As the students are 

required to write technical reports, give presentations and prepare project reports. In order to 

get through the campus connect selection process, they need to take part in Group 

Discussions, Debates and Interviews. In all these activities language plays a key role. Even 

after completion of their studies the students are required proficiency in language in their 

professional lives, as they need to get through  GRE (for only engineering students)TOEFL, 

IELTS and other competitive examinations for the Jobs. 

Seeing the ever increasing demand for language English, the universities in India have 

ushered new trends in the dawn of twenty first century. The universities have introduced 

‘Computer Aided English Language Labs’ ( CAELL) to the students of Engineering as part 

of the syllabus. There are some universities which introduced CAELL labs even up to third 

year engineering as part of curriculum. These lab sessions especially focus on polishing the 

accent of the students. The students will be taught all the R.P. Sounds, Phonemic 

transcription, Minimal pairs, clusters, Word Stress, Rhythm and Intonation. All these skills 

are taught to motivate, encourage them, to master the skills in the first year.  

The significance of the study 

Today, the Hyderabad city has become a hub of IT professionals. It is Hyderabad city which 

exports more number of software engineers to the world. As the result, a good number of 

students are getting attracted towards engineering studies today. There is also a very good 

number of students join from regional language medium(Telugu), with mother tongue 

influence and without any educational family back ground. When these students speak 

English language, it amounts to speech unintelligibility as they do not have adequate 

exposure of the English. 

Aim of the study: 

The present paper chiefly focuses on certain pronunciation problems faced by students 

especially uttering R.P. sounds.  The following are the a few hurdles  

 To explain about the variation of the vowels spoken by the learners 
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 To focus the problems of Telugu speakers during articulation of vowels and 

 The results of the realisation of Monophthongs and Diphthongs. 

 

The Objectives of the study 

The present paper chiefly focuses on certain pronunciation problems faced by students 

especially uttering R.P. sounds.  The following are the a few hurdles  

1)  Articulation 

2)  Monophthizing the Diphthongs 

3)  Vowel length variation. 

4)  Consonantal errors 

5)  The occurrences of sound [r] 

 

1. Articulation: 

As it is already mentioned by the author that, ‘it is the sound that echoes the sense’. The 

students who have lesser exposure of the language gets faded away and to unintelligible way 

of speech. The poor performance due to social factors such as: 

 Learners’ Regional back ground. 

 Medium of Instruction 

 Parental Background 

 Cultural background. 

 

The major hurdle faced by the learners is in the area of          supra-segmental features, stress, 

rhythm, and Intonation because of the varieties sometimes suffers. Indian languages are 

syllable time rhythm whereas R.P. is stress time rhythm. It is observed that the learners do 

not divide their utterances into tone groups whereas RP whereas RP speakers do. 

2. Monophthizing the Diphthongs: 

It is observed that learners go away by the spellings but not with the sounds. 

R.P.                                                        GIE 

1./eI/   is   realized as              /e/ ex: Fame, Game, Play and Fate 

2./eə/  is realized as              /e:/ ex: Fair, air, Care,  and bare 

3./au/ length is not reduced as in Out, Mouth and Now  

4. /əu/ is realized as            /æ/ ex: Potato, Later, Paper and Cater 

5. /eI/ is realized as          /O:/ ex: Bold, Sold, No and Go     
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For the above words MTI is found in rendering the diphthongs. Hence the pattern is not 

followed. 

3. The vowel length variation: 

 

Received Pronunciation                      General Indian English 

1. /I/ is rendered as                                  [i:], [e] ex: Duty  and City. 

                                                             Ex: Careless and Surface 

2. /ɔ:/ is rendered as                              [or] ex: Order, Door More &Bore   

3./ ɜ:/ is rendered as                              [ə] ex: Urgent, Learn & Verse 

4./ ʌ/ is rendered as                              [ə] ex: Courage, Discuss & But 

5. /ɔ:/ is rendered as                             [o:] 

6.    Telugu speakers lack the pronunciation so they use [o:] which is not a part of their 

pattern in all the above cases deviation occurs and indicates the inferences of spelling while 

rendering these words. 

Consonantal Errors: 

1. [r] 

Most of the Telugu speakers of English  and  also in the entire India, the sound [r] which is 
described as Alveolar Voiced Approximant. In this case most of the Indians instead of curling 
the tongue, they stretch it forward. As the result, the tip of the tongue instead of touching the 
hard palate, it touches the upper teeth ridge. 

a. The American /r/ does not allow any contact between the tip of the tongue and the roof of the 
mouth. The root of the tongue moves back and rises until the sides of the tongue touch the 
gum above the upper teeth. The tip of the tongue curls back and lips move forward at the 
same time. As the result sound [r] is uttered slightly as if it is not uttered.   

b. The British /r/ on the other hand is always silent at the end of the words and between a vowel 
and a consonant. 
      C.  The Telugu( Most of the South Indian) English  speakers often do pronounce the  

sound  /r/ quite prominently. In fact, the sound [r] should be dropped, if it is preceded by a 
vowel  and should be uttered if it is preceded by a consonant. 
Eg: Greater and Preacher in these two words the sound [r]  occurred twice; in  initial and 

final cases. Initially, it is preceded by a consonant sound  but in final case it is preceded by a 

vowel sound. Therefore, [r] the initial occurrence should be uttered whereas the final cases 

should not be uttered. Initial [r] is preceded by a consonant and final  [r]  occurs with a 

vowel sound.  Therefore,  the words Greater and Preacher  are to be uttered as /greɪtə*/ but 

not as /greɪtər/ and also /pri:t͡ʃə*/ but not as /pri:t͡ʃər/. 

 

2 ./t/ Alveolar voiceless stop 
Most of the Telugu and a good number of Indian English speakers assume that the sound /t/ 
that occurs in  English is similar to that of the sound [t] that occurs in Telugu and other 
Indian Languages. The [t] that occurs in Indian languages is not  aspirated but in English it is 
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aspirated, especially, in the initial occurrences  it is more prominently aspirated. According to 
TP the tip of the tongue touches  the upper teeth ridge. In the case, if [t]  is not aspirated the 
tip of the tongue is curled and it touches the hard palate and not aspirated in any occurances. 

Expected  changes  to incorporate: 

To make the students’ speech intelligible the following things to be considered: 

 The type of error and fact of error to be indicated 

 English Language Labs should be introduced since Primary schools  

  Exact location to be indicated 

 Opportunity for new attempt should be given and model should be provided  

 Remedy should be indicated to improve 

 The task of the teachers should be to value learners, praise their attempts to communicate 

provide them the feedback for the system to evolve in successive stages until learners are 

communicating meaningfully and unambiguously in the second language see that they 

acquire spoken competence  the target language. 

 Language testing-measuring the learners ability or knowledge in the given area- competence 

in the language. 

 Language testing-measuring the learners ability or knowledge in the given area-competence. 

 To test there is a set of techniques, procedures test items, which constitute an instrument of 

some sort for the learners as well as a practical test and a valid test to be conducted and it van 

be established by teachers observation and theoretical justification and should be accurate 

sufficient and should have convincing evidence 

 Proficiency and aptitude test should be conducted. 

 

Conclusion:  

The Speech intelligibility of the students  plays a crucial role in effective communication. 

The speech intelligibility can be acquired with the help of English Language labs. The 

students must be given a rigorous training , under the able guidance of the well season 

English teachers alone it is possible. Thus, the speech intelligibility of the students can be 

enhanced and in turn, it leads them job to ready. 

 

Some Universities in India have taken the measure of introducing a course at B.E. and          

B. Tech. and other Graduation  first and third year helping them mastering the spoken skills 
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providing them the appropriate soft wares’ equipped with the required data. Computer Aided 

English Language Laboratory is introduced to impart and enhance the skills of the learners, 

state wise, it starts with Sounds, Transcription, Minimal pairs, Clusters, Similar sounds and 

finally ends with Word accent or Stress and Intonation. The chief motive of this study is to 

motivate, encourage the students to master their skills finally enabling them to become 

intelligible at every stage of their conversation giving them the right opportunity to learn and 

improve to face the challenges thrown during the competitive examination which are 

considered most important for them. Here, learners are taught  through English Language Lab 

software and assessment tests and feedback sessions are also a part of the laboratory. The 

time allocated to the learners is only two hours per week which is very less to master at this 

stage. 
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